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NEW-YORK, JAN. 10.
I
cpWKWWios.
their time; such as vvere rich he advised not
MORGAN’S CASE.
to heap up their riches, but to keep them
, A letter to the editors, from an obliging!
Yor the Kennebunk Gazette.
selves in moderation, and to* do good; such
friend at Geneva, dated Jan. 5, furnishes the
JAMES K. REM1CH,
of them as were poor, not to murmer, but to NINETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION«
following information respecting the trials at
be patient ; and such as were then suffering,
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
Canandaigua: >
Extracts from the life and writings 6f to persevere on account of the far more ex
7.V SÈJYA BE.
“ The trials of the Masons for the abduc
ceeding weight of glory Which was at hand.”
William Penn*
. , MONDAY, JAN; 22.
tion of Morgan is progressing.—Three have
IíATB OMXSSKWa
Having left Frankfort, they arrived by the
Mr; Johnson, of Louisiana, from the Corripleaded guilty, one has been' tried, and sev
In the year 1677, after William Penn and Way of W'orms at Krisheimj Here they held mitteeof
Commerce,'made a report accom
Poor Encouragement for Ship Owners. eral are yet to be tried. This is a very seri his associates had staid some time at Amster
a meeting, notwithstanding the inspector of
Extract of a letter from Charleston, S. C.da- ous business, and the almost unparalleled ex dam, leaving George Fox there, the rest the Calvinists hacFordered the Vaught or panied by a bill “ to regulate .tlie commer
ted January 2d, 1^27.
citement throughout the country, is not only went through Naerdon to Osnaberg. Wil chief officer, to prevent it. Of the people cial intercourse between the United States
This port is crowded with Shipping ; many rational, but speaks a very healthy state of liam Penn had been about six years before then assembled a coach full of passengers and the Colonies of Great Britain.”
[This bill is substantially the sanfe as the
fine Ships have been lying here three, four public feeling. The fate of Morgan is yet a at the inn where they were then to sleep. from Worms made a pare among whom was
reported by a similar' committee in the
and five months, waiting for employ ; exclu matter of profound and deeply interesting During the evening they conversed with the a governor of that country, arid one of the one
sive of the daily arrivals of British and mystery. The better opinion is, that he was master of it on the subject of religion, and chief Lutheran priests.- At a meeting there House of Representatives, j
Mr. Silèbée movèd that 3000 copies of the
French. Freights remain intolerably dull delivered into the hands of a party of traders, presented him with several books containing the next day “ the divine' power is said to
and very difficult to be obtained at the mis near Niagara, in Canady, and by them carri the principles of their society, not only that have been sweetly opened to many?’ It ap report be printed.
The question was taken on printing 3000
erable price of a half penny per pound for ed to the north-west; yet serious fears are he might read himself, but distribute to oth pears that the Vaught himself, who étood at copies
and carried without a division.
Cotton to England, and in many cases with entertained that he has been murdered.”
ers. And it was their practice to do the the door behind the barn, where he could
The Senate spent, three hours in tile Con
The sentence of the Court, in the cases of same as they travelled along, conversing in hear but not be seen, was so impressed as to sideration
out primage.
of Executive business.
N. B. Abundance of French shipping have the persons convicted, is as follows;—Loton like manner with giving books to such pas have carried a good report of it to his employ
constantly been in port. Many of the French Lawson, two years confinement in the County sengers as the boats or waggons were accus er. It may be remarked, that in no. place
. .
TUESDAY, JAN. 23. ,
vessels bring orders for their cargoes, and Gaol; Nicholas G. Cheeseboro, one year; tomed to bring to their own quarters.
were the fruits of this early preaching more
The bill appropriating thè sum of 20,000
those who do not, have the preference for J >hn Sheldon, two months; and Edward Saw
Having arrived at Herwerden, where Eliz conspicuous than at Krisheim ; for several of dollars to the relief of indigent sufferers' by
freight, such as it is, by being consigued-to yer, one month. The three persons last abeth the Princess Palatine, before spoken of, its inhabitants emigrated to Pennsylvania on
named plead guilty to the inditement; and held her court, and where the Countess of the settlement of that country by William fife in Alexandria was passed,- yeas 27, nays
French houses.
tendered affidavits, stating that they knew Hornes, as before mentiv^ed, lived as a com Penn, where many of their descendants are
Several petitions, memorials, &c. were
nothing of Morgan after he was conveyed as panion ; they waited upon her by appoint to be seen as Quakers at the present day.
SENTENCE PASSED.
presented-— one by Mr. Silsbee, signed by
ment, and were received by the Princess and
Sentence has been pronounced at New- far as’t'he Niagara river.
( To be continued.}
•leverai citizens of Massachusetts, praying
Countess with such extraordinary expres
York on the persons convicted of fraudulent
that the bill now before thè Sénate to repeal
transactions in connection with certain incor
Advertising fora Husband.—A lady ad sions of kindness as deeply affected them.
the
duty on salt, may not pass.—Mr. Holmes
For the Ke m he bunk Gazette .
porated companies in that city. The Court vertises in Saturday’s American for a hus This conduct on the part of persons in such an
presented the petition of the people of the
decreed, that Charles Mowatt and Thomas band. Her account of herself is somewhat elevated station confirmed their hope, that
town of Saco„Maine,, praying that their har
“ They have a zeal of God but not accord bor
Hayatt be imprisoned in the Penitentiary for contradictory. She says she has no preten the great day of the restoration of Christian
be improved ; Mr. Silsbee, presented a
ing
to
knowledge.
”
In
how
many
different
ity
was
approaching.
William
Penn,
cher

the term of two years, and Samuel F. Lam sions to beauty, yet admits that her person is
petition from the inhabitants of Mafbiehead,
ways
do
we
see
displayed
the
inconsistencies
ishing
this
feeling,
delivered
himself
as
a
bert, and Henry B. Lambert, for the term of not “ badly proportioned,” and that she has
for improvements in their harbor; which
one year. The'three prisoners who were in ‘f black eyes, full cheeks, regular features preacher before them. His brethren follow of human nature. Men espouse the cause of was referred.
God
—
manifest
all
that
decision
and
resolu

ed
him
in
like
manner;
so
that
the
visit
was
, court were sensibly affected when the sen and pretty teeth.” If these requisites are
THE BANKRUPT BILL.
tence was pronounced. Thomas Hayatt not not “ pretensions to beauty,” then we know in fact, a religious meeting. In the afternoon tion which the nature and importance of the
The Senate then proceeded to the order of
appeari ng, the recognizances of his fwo secu nothing about Cupid and Venus—that’s all. they returned to the place, where not only case require, but descend to the use of means the day, and resumed the consideration of the
rities, Zachariah Mead and Samuel Purdy, She has had a “ pretty good education,” a good; the Princess and Countess but several others altogether incompatible with the spirit of bill to establish an uniform system of Bank
for two thousand dollars each, wCre declared temper, pertinacity of judgment, and no for were ready to receive them. A meeting for true religion. Thus they effectually defeat ruptcy throughout the Uniteci States.' The
own purposes. Instead of advancing motion of Mr. Branch to strikeout the 93d
to be forfeited.
tune.—She wants a man of good sense, good worship then began according to the custom their
cause of truth they fill the mouths ot section
temper, generous feelings & honorable princi of the Quakers. “ It was at this meeting,” the
of the bill (embracing the provision
DISTRESSING.
ples. She wants too much that’s certain. says William Penn, “ that the Lord in a more gain-sayers with specious arguments, and for the voluntary bankruptcy of classes other
The dwelling-house of Mr. Isaac Serine, of Looking over the Hampshire Gazette, we saw eminent manner began to appear.” The bring indelible reproach upon the Christian than merchants and traders) stili pending.
Hector, (N. Y.) was destroyed by fire, on the the account of a farmer’s wife who brings daily hearers were said to have been greatly af name. There is no zeal or activity which A debate ensued on this question. The mo
' night of the 1st inst. and two of his children from pasture 24 cows, which she milks her fected. The preachers also were not less can render the efforts of professing Christians tion to strike out the section was supported
perished in the flames. Mr. S. and his wife, self, makes the cheese and butter for the dai so; for when the meeting was over, which useful where probity, consistency and reli by Mr. Branch and Van Buren ; and was op
after putting their six children to bed, went ry, and does the cooking and washing for the lasted till seven in the evening, they return gious dignity are wanting. A management posed by Rowan, Mr. Holmes, and Mr. John
out on a visit ; the eldest, a boy about 12 family besides. Here is a woman, afortune ed to their lodgings, with hearts full of destitute of these properties in political af son of Kentucky. The question -was still
years old, was awakened by the smoke, and in herself, and one who doubtless got a hus thanksgiving for the mercies bestowed upon fairs may succeed, but it can never promote undetermined, when about 4 o’clock, the Sen
true religion. Truth needs no artifice to ate adjourned.
by great exertions saved two of his little band without advertising. We beg pardon them on that day.
The next being the day on which the support it. It is least in danger when stand
brothers and one sister from the flames. In of our young ladies for talking about such rus
attempting to save another he was burnt to tic, obsolete things as milking cows, and Princess received addresses and petitions, ing separate and alone. Although God’s or
WEDNESD AY, JAN. 24.
. such a degree that his skin peeled off, and making cheese—but they once were good they did not obtain an audience of her until dinary way of working is by means, still he
The Bankrupt Bill was taken up, and the
the blood issued from the flesh. In a cold things in their way—but that’s a long time nine o’clock. A meeting was then held, at holds sacred the prerogative of selecting the motion to strike out the 93d section was fur
which all the inferior servants of her house- j means himself—He has never deputed this ther supported by Mr. Woodbury and Mr.
and boisterous night, and entirely naked, he ago.
N. Y. Enquirer.
hold were ordered to attend. In the after- j right to his fallible creatures. Nothing can be Tazewell, and opposed' by Mr. Berrien ; but
proceeded to the nearest neighbor’s house,
the blood marking his footsteps. He surviv Extract of a letter dated Havana, Dec. 25, noon they visited her again. During this ! more incongruous in the conduct of a Chris before taking the question the Senate ad
visit, William Penn performed a promisej tian, than an attempt at religious monopoly. journed,
ed only until the next evening.
1826.
It is well—it is important to persuade men
“ Commodore Porter is off our port with which he made in the morning, that he j to forsake their sins and turn their feet to the
In the Kentucky Penitentiary, lately a man one frigate, two brigs and one schooner. Two would give her an account of his conversion,:
THURSDAY, JAN. 25.
of righteousness ; but to “ compass sea
chopped off a part of his hand and foot, that Spanish frigates have just gone out to meet and of those tribulations and consolations; path
After an elaborate and able debate, the
and land to make one proselyte,” and when
he might not be able to labor.
him.” 1'he letter was received via. New- which he had experienced in the prosecu-i he is gained, is two folci worse than ever, is a, Senate refused to strike out the 93d section of
tion of his, religious professions. He accor-'
York.
Bankrupt Bill. This section emb races an
dingly began,but before he bad finished his; species of conduct so far from being counte the
The revenue of the United States is said, to
nanced by divine authority, is condemned important feature, peculiar, we believe, to
narrative,
supper
was
announced.
After
j
be defrauded by the English manufacturers,
PORTSMOUTH,‘ (.OHIO) JAN. 4.
supper, William Penn resumed and continu with no small degree of severity. Ministers the system now urged upon the American.
who export cloths into New York invoiced
The ice was so strong on the Ohio river ed his history, and at eleven he and his should ever reprove and exhort with all long Legislature.
unfinished cloths, which are finished at estab yesterday morning, as toènable a traveller to
Senate refused to expunge this section,,
friends took their leave and departed to their suffering and doctrine. Private Christians byThe
lishments in that city belonging to English ■
a vote of 26-to 19.
over with his horse ; a circumstance
should call on God day and night, and no mat
men, at an expense of three or four cents per which has never before occurred in this vi
On the third day they assembled for wor ter how zealous and persevering they are in
yard.
cinity, according to the recollection of the old ship again, when by arrangement, not only I these duties, but let them be cautious how HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
est settlers.
the family but several of the inhabitants of they lay hold of the ark of God. precipitately.
SATURDAY, JAN. 20.
While Professor Hoge was sitting alone,
the
town were present, “ This meeting,’’
Mr. M’Duffie is appointed a member of
reading in his'room, in College, by a sudden
says William Penn, “ began with a weighty
CINCINNATI, JAN. 2.
the committee of Ways and Means, in the
contraction of the muscles, the bone of his
For the last ten days we have had steady exercise and travail in prayer, that Gdd
room of Mr. M’Lane.
thigh was badly fractured, so as to require
HARRIET
LIVERMORE.
would
glorify
his
name
on
that
day
;
”
and
in
The Speaker laid before the House a com
setting jn the usual manner of broken limbs., freezing weather. The Ohio river is now
WASHINGTON, JAN. 7.
bridged at this place, and'persons have cross describingthe effect of it he speaks thus, “ and
munication from the Postmaster General, on
Canandaigua Pa.
A great crowd was attracted this morning the
ed on the ice for two days past. The severe by his own power he made way to their con
subject of unprbdtfctive post rou
cold, and consequent suspension of the river sciences, and sounded his wakeing trumpet at the capitol, to hear a female, Miss Liver
Four of the persons who carried off Mor navigation, have materially enhanced the in their ears, that they might know that he more, pronounce a sermon in the Represen which waslaid’on the table.
gan, in New York, have been sentenced to cost of firewood: from four and. a half to five was God and that there was none like unto tatives’ hall. The President, and many of
MONDAY, JAN. 2
imprisonment from one month to two years. dollars per cord were yesterday demanded him.—Yea the quickening power and life of the officers of the executive were present;
COLONIAL TRADE.
for this indispensable article—a pretty high Jesus wrought and reached them ; and virtue also Senators and Representatives in great
Mr. Tomlinson, from the Committee on
Mr. John Kelly of Derry, Penn, recently price for this wooden country.
from him went forth and blessedly distilled profusion. Her text was, ‘ Judges and rulers
fell from his horse and perished with cold oil
upon us his own heavenly life ; sweeter than overmen should be just, and live in the fear Commerce, to which was referred so much
his way from home' from a neighboring vil
the pure frankincense, yea, than the sweet of the Lord’; upon which she enlarged with of the President’s Message as relates to the
STEAMBOAT SUJYK.
lage. He has left an amiable wife and six
We understand by a gentleman from Ports smelling myrrh, which cometh from a far boldness and severity; castigating, with .commerce of the United States with Foreign
children.
mouth, that nn Monday the 25th ult. the countrv. And as it began, so it was carried a spirit and vehemence not unworthy of a nations, and their Colonies, made a report in
steam boat Eliza, on her passage from that on, and so it ended.”—And as the effect is comparison with the out-pourings of the far- detail, cccompanied by the following bill :
A PROFITABLE WIFE.
place to Pittsburg, ran on a snag about six described to have been great both upon the famed Irving, of Hatton-garden, Caledonian . “ A bill to regulate the commercial inter
We are informed that there is a farmer in miles from the former place, and sunk in a preachers and upon the hearers, so upon no chapel, the follies and vices to which great course between the U. States and the Colo
the town of B—. in Hampden county, who few minutes. Her loading was principally one more than the Princess, who was so over men, the judges and rulers of the people, are nies of G. Britain.”
keeps 24 cows and makes great quantit-es of lead and shot. No lives were lost, but some, come, that when she went to take leave of usually exposed. Temptations, she argued,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
butter and cheese, with no help in the dairy in consequence of the misfortune, endeavour William Penn, after the meeting, she could awaited every step ; and few had fortitude Representatives of the United States of Aenough to avoid the attacks of pride and self merica in Congress assembled, i hat, from
but his wife.—He has no children, and hires ing to reach the shore, had to take a “ cold scarcely find utterance for her words.
no labor, except in the time of hay making; bath.”
At length they left Herwerden. R. Bar exaltation. The rulers of the people were.net and after the'thirtieth day of September
Village Register.
during that busy season his, wife brings the
clay returned to Amsterdam ; but William alone sharers in her admonitions. Pleasure, next, the ports of the United States shall be,
in all its shapes, she deprecated: the route,
cows from the pasture, milks them all- her
The Senate of the U. S. has confirmed the Penn and the rest proceeded to Pandferborn, the ball, the theatre, all took their turn. She and remain closed against any and every ves
self. makes the cheese, takes care of one or nomination
and
from
thence
to
Cassel,
where
many
are
sel coming or arriving from any port or place
Mr. Joel R. Poinsett, as min
two tons of cheese on the shelves, and does ister to the of
said to “ have tenderly and lovingly received admonished’the fair portion of her auditors, in the British colonies or possessions, herein
Congress
of
Pacubaya.
that
‘
the
bible
would
grace
their
lily
hands
the cooking, washing, and other work of the
them,” among whom was one “ Dureus, a
after mentioned, to wit I The British posses
family.—Hampden Gazette.
man of seventy-seven years of age, who had much better than a pack of cards’; ana men sions in the West Indies, and on the contin
A LOUD CALL.
in
office,
whose
duty
it
was
toplace
good
ex

forsaken his learning and school-divinity for
ent of South America, the Bahama Islands,
A woman called at the house of Mr. Hays the teachings of the Holy Spirit.” Travel amples before the people, that their evenings the
Upwards of $100,000 were subscribed in last
islands called Baleos, the Bermuda or Soevening,
and
requested
him
to
go
with
would
be
better
employed
in
searching
the
Hartford on the 10th and 11th ultimo, to her, as her husband had sworn to killthe ling on after this, they were met within three scriptures, than in folly and dissipation. 'The mer Islands, the British possessions on the
the stock of the Connecticut River Com first man that came into the house, and she miles of Frankfort by two of its inhabit discourse was interesting, and its style rath Coast of Africa, the Colony‘of the Cape of
ants, who informed them that having been
Good Hope, and the islands, settlements,
pany.
wanted him to go first to protect her. We made previously acquainted with their rout, er good.
and territories belonging thereto, and de
should not think that eVen the high constable they had come out to meet and welcome
Mr.
Reynolds,
the
pupil
of
Capt.
Symmes,
pendent thereupon ; the islands of Mauritius
AMERICAN MANUFACTURE.
wopld be desirous of many such calls.
occupied the hall of the Representatives last and
them, and to conduct them to that city.
Ceylon, and the several islands and ter
A friend has shown tons a piece of green
JT. Y. Com. Ad.
evening, and delivered a lecture upon the ritories
They
staid
there
two
days,
during
which
belonging to, and dependent on each,
broadcloth, of a good fabric and excellent
they held meetings at private houses, where formation of the earth. The lady endeav respectively ; the British settlements in the
colour, made on the farm of Moses Gill, Esq.
oured
to
show
the
hollowness
of
all
worldly
A very severe storm qf wind accompanied several both of the Calvanistic and Lutheran
Island of New Holland, and the several isl
in the year 1789.
JBos. Mes.
by a heavy fall of snow, was experienced at were convened, particularly Jonna Eleonora pleasures and enjoyments, and Mr. Reynolds ands and territories belonging thereto, and
to
establish
the
hollowness
of
the
world
itself.
. Quebec, on the last day of Dec. and the first
a young lady of noble birth. The
dependent thereon ; the island of Van Dier
The Sierra Leone Gazette contains an ac- : day of Jan. Several houses were unroofed. de Merlan, made
at the last of these meet It would be difficult to decide which of the man’s Land, and the several islands belong
count of a French Captain’s throwing 65 Ij The roof of one building was covered with impression
lecturers
was
the
most
successful
in
convinc
is said to have been more powerful than
ing thereto and dependent thereon; Lower
-slaves overboard, when a French cruizer ap lead ; the sheet weighed 2500 pounds, was ings
on any former occasion. Here William ing their hearers.
Canada, the Provinces of New Brunswick
proached him.
Pleasure
and
gaiety
continue
without
abate

rolled up and carried into the street by the Penn, encouraged by the great progress he
and Nova-Scotia ; the islands of Newfound
violence of the wind. A man was frozen to had made in what he conceived to be the ment. Crowded rooms are the order of the land, St. John’s, Cape Breton, and the depend
INTEMPERANCE.
death near St. Rock’s suburbs.
truth, wrote along letter “ To the Churches day, at which one moves about with great encies of them, or any .other colony or posses
,A female was found dead in a house in
JV*. K Daily Advertiser.
of Jesus throughout the World.” By church difficulty, and in half an hour becomes hot- sion, under the dominion of Great Britain, in
New-London last week ; the jury decided
es he meant those individuals in a country, pressed into a fever.
that she came to her death by habitual intem
Politics are at a momentary standstill; but the West Indies, or on the continent of Awhether in Germany or elsewhere, who pro
and any vessel which shall have
It has been decided by the Supreme-Court fessing
perance.
the tranquility will not last. The ensuing merica,
the
same
principles
as
the
Quakers,
of Massachusetts, that the proprietor of a' were though scattered in various parts, week will, I think, bring forth matter wor cleared from any port or place in the, cblonies
or
possessions
above described, and af
The Greeks.—Meetings have been held newspaper is not accountable for any damage “ gathered and settled in the divine Light and thy of attention, as there is much beneath
taking in cargo at any port or place,
in New-York and Philadelphia, to take into : that may arise from publishing an advertise- Spirit, to be one holy flock and family to the the surface of things which does not at pres terwards
in any of the colonics or possessions afore
consideration the most effectual method of , ment, beyond the price of insertion.
Lord.” This letter exhibits the belief which ent appear.—JV. Y. Am.
said ; or which, having cleared from any
relieving the present necessitous condition of
the early Quakers had, that they had a di
port or place in the colonies or possession's
| Mammoth Jug.—There is a jug in Eng- vine
the Greeks.
commission for the Restoration of primi
aforesaid, with a cargo, shall afterwards in
Duthe, a celebrated Court Miss, at the same voyage, have touched at, or again
I land, manufactured at the Herculaneum Pot tive Christianity ; for “ God,” says he in this
The snow was deeper at Albany on Tues tery, which will contain 120 quarts, Jt is ’ letter, “ hath laid upon us, whom he hath Versailles, being asked which she li cleared from, any other port or place, shall,
day than at any other time for the last fifteen i said to be the largest'e.ver manufactured in honoured with the beginning of his great
nevertheless, be deemed to have come from
years. Several sleighs that started for the I that country.
work in the world, the care both of this age ked best,' a Frenchman, a German, or a port or place in the colonies or possessions
"South were obliged to return on account of
and of ages to come.” In this letter he “ re- an Englishmen ? Replied, each in his aforesaid, within the meaning of this act ;
the travelling.
--- —
mindeth those who professed the true faith, proper line—-a Frenchman for a gallant, and every vessel, so excluded as aforesaid,
FIRE !
On the St. Lawrence river a man lately
that whatever trials had befallen them on a German for a protector, and an En from the ports of the United States, that shall
A
house
occupied
by
widow
Fairbrother
in
skated 45 miles m 5 hdurs—in 1824,/a per Cornville, with us contents, was destroyed by account of such a profession, they had never
enter, br attempt to enter, the same, m vio
son skated the same distance in 17 minutes fire on Wednesday evening last.
been finally forsaken, but had found strength glishman to make a fool of.
lation of this act, shall, with her tackle, ap
less.
equal to their burdens. He admonished
parel, and furniture, together with the cargo,
Somerset Journal.
them, that having once tasted the good word
It is the delight and charm of litera on board, be forfeited to the United States.
Godfrey King, a Canadian, perished in.
of God, they ought not to lose it and thus fall
Sec. 2..And be it further enacted, That
ture
that it affords us a refuge from the. from
THE
DIFFERENCE.
Albany on Friday night last. Kingin com
into temptation. He exhorted , them above
and after the thirtieth day of Septem
pany with another, becoming fatigued by
The price, of eastern wood, says a Boston all things, to esteem the cross of Christ, to tumults and contentions of active life.
ber next, tfie owner, consignee, or agent, of
walking through a snow storm, lay. down and paper, has been raised to $6,50 per cord at crucify themfcqlves as to the world, to disen
every'vessel, owned wholly, or in past,, by a
.got asleep. They awoke in about two hours, our wharves. The price here is about a dol tangle themselves of its cares and vanities;
subject or subjects of his Brittannic Majesty,
To
be
proud
of
learning,
is
the
great

when King’s companion went for assistance, lar a cord—but then they don’t see the mer not to gratify the lust of the eyes, the lust of
which shall have been dujy entered in any
but on returning found him dead.
cury down to 34° below zero in Boston. Ib. ¡the, flesh, and the pride of life, but to redeem 1est ignorance.—Bishop Taylor,
nprc of the United States, and on board of

PUBLISHED BT

mtqrested.br
^^Publishei
\e Kennebunk
fk; ¡Kat they

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1827.

®L

ÍUsfeiature

ORDERS OF THE DAY.
REVOLUTIONARY OFFICERS.
■ hich shall have been there laden, for ex
Mr. Mallary moved that the consideration
MAÏS
The bill making provision for the Officers
portation, any article or articles of the growth,
produce, or manufacture of the United of
, the Army of the Revolution went into of private bills be postponed, and .that the
From Ileilofs Quebec Gazette, Jan. 4.
and an amendment was proposed bill for the protection of Woollen Manufac
States other than provisions and sea stores, Committee,
i
SATURDAY, FI’S. 3,13S7.
necessary for the voyage, shall, before such by
] Mr. Condict, proposing $1000 each as a turers be now taken up. This motion was
“ If the United States retaliate upon Great
to the Officers, and an annuity for negatived, yeas 71, noes 83.
vessel shall be cleared outward, at the Ous- gratuity
!
A choice effected.—The House of Rep
Mr. Burgess then moved that the bill . for Britain by interdicting all intercourse with
; but the Committee rose without pro
tom House, give bond, in a sum double the life
]
further, and the amendment was or the relief of the survivors of the Revolution the English Colonies on this continent, it is resentatives, agreeably to assignment, on Fri
value of such articles, with one or more sure- ceeding
(
ary Army be taken up. Negatived, yeas 87, clear that it will become a matter of the most day 26th ult. proceeded to ballot a second
ties, to the satisfaction of the Collector, that dered
(
to be printed.
noes 89.
serioqs consideration to Canada. Probably
the article or articles so laden on board such
DUTIES ON WOOLLENS.
So the House refused to postpone the or more than three-fourths of the 65,000 bbls, of time for a Senator to the United States Con
vessel for exportation, shall be landed in some
The House now resumed the unfinished
ders
of
the
day
and
proceeded
to
the
consid

ashes exported in 1825 from Quebec were of gress. The House adhered to their former
port or place other than any other port or business'
]
of Thursday, being the motion of
place in the above merit1,qned polonies or pos Mr. Buchanan to discharge the Committee eration of private bills, seven of which were American production. The same may be vote. The whole number of votes wera 148r
sessions ; and any such vessel that shall sail, of
( the Whole on the state of the Union from acted on in Committee of the Whole, and or said of the 40,000 bbls, of flour and of the pork necessary to a choice 75. Albion K,Par
or attempt to sail, from any port of the Uni- the
i
farther consideration of the bill proposing dered to be engrossed and read a third time. and beef, and perhaps of the staves. The ris, had 78; John Holmes, 24; Ezekiel
first of these articles formed in the year in
ted States, without having given, bond as a- certain
<
minimum duties on woollen goods.
question full a third of the value of all our Whitman, 21 ; Peleg Sprague, 21 ; Scat
IÆGXSXiATURD.
foresaid shall, with her tackle, apparel, and
The.House adjourned, without taking the
exports ; add the second, third and fourth tering 4.—The House having communicated
furniture, together with the article or articles question.
(
AV SENATE.
articles, and the portion of U. States produce the result of the balloting, on their part, to the
aforesaid, laden on board the same, as afore
exported from Quebec in 1825, was nearly, if
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
said, be forfeited to the United States; ProTUESDAY, JAN. ¿J.
Petition of William Tozier for a pension not wholly, equal to the value of one half of Senate, that body assigned Wednesday last
wided always, That nothing in this act con
NEW TARIFF.
on
account of a wound received during the all our exports. To prevent the interdic to ballot a second time. The whole number
tained, shall be deemed, or so construed, as
The orders of the day were announced,
to violate any provision of the Conventions to ,and the question pending before the House late war with Great Britain, was read and tion of this trade, is a matter of great concern of votes in the Senate oft that day were
to Lower Canada ; it is equally a matter of 19; of which Albion K. Parris, had 11 ; •
regulate commerce between the territories ,being on a motion of Buchanan, of Pennsyl committed.
Bill establishing tfie County of Waldo was concern to G feat Britain. While questions
of the United States and bf his Brittannic ,vania, to discharge the Committee of the
Majesty, which were concluded, respective-' ■Whole on the State of the Union from the taken up again and after some further debate are agitated which affect the existence of John Holmes, 7 ; scattering 2—Whereupon
one half of our trade, it is meet that we be Albion K. Parris was declared to be elected
1 y on the third day of July, one thousand eight farther
,
consideration of the bill for the pro was passed to be engrossed,, ,
The Senate agreeably fo assignment, pro alert. Lower Canada has lost more than Senator to the United States Congress, on
hundred and fifteen, and on the twentieth of tection
,
of the Woollen Manufactures—
October one thousand eight hundred and
A debate ensued, in which Messrs, Cam- ceeded to ballot fqr a Major-General of the any other British colony by apathy, by neg the part of the Senate.
"eighteen.
,
breleng, Mitchell, of S. C. and Mallary enga first Division of Militia. The whole number lect. The immense importance of the inter
Sfc. 3. A-id be it further, enacted, 1 hat ged ; when calls for the question were heard of votes given was 19. Brig. Gen,. William course of the Canadas with the United States,
There is no'w published in this State, Iwenthe form of the bond aforesaid, shall be pre in all parts of the House, and the question Waterman had. 15, and was declared to be ought to be represented to the English min
istry, so that it may not be overlooked in fi ty-six Newspapers, of which number 24 are
scribed by the Secretary of the Department was accordingly taken on the motion to dis elected in concurrence with the House.
nally
settling
the
British
Colonial
intercourse
of the Treasury; and the same shall, and charge the Committee of the Whole on the
issued weekly, and 2 semi-weekly—Of these,
with the United States
Saturday, jan. 27.
mav be, discharged, and not otherwise, by State of the Union from the further consid
savs the Hallowell Gazette, one is Calvinproducing, within one year, after the date. eration of the bill, and decided in the nega
YORK COUNTY COURTS
istic, two Calvinist Baptist, one Freewill
• thereof, a like certificate to that required by, tive, by yeas and nays—yeas 76, nays 11'2.
HORRID MURDER.
The petition of Nathaniel Hill and others,
and under the regulations contained in, the
Mr. Mallary then said, th£t he would not that all* the Courts in York County may be
A horrid murder was committed some Baptist and one Universalist.—Three are
eighty-first section of the act “ to regulate at this late hour (it was now near 4 o’clock) held at one plâc$> came from the House re weeks since in Hanovei1 township, Penn. devoted to the Administration, two to the
the collection of duties on imports” passed ask the House to go into Committee of the ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary, A young woman of the name of Car man, with
the second day of March, seventeen hundred Whole, but would reserve that motion for to and the Senate non-concurred the House in her infant left, her residence about ten weeks opposition, and the rest to general intelli
and ninety-nine, that the articles ci the morrow.
such référence, and referred the same to since, and no information havingbeen receiv gence.
growth, produce, and manufacture of the UMessrs. Washburn and Churchill, with such ed from her, apprehensions were entertain
We neglected to acknowledge the receipt
nited States, laden as aforesaid, were unladen
WEDNESDAY, JAN'. 24.
as. the House may join.
ed for her safety : and on Tuesday last, after
and landed conformably to the provisions of
Mr. Storrs, from thé Committee on Naval
her bonnet and shawl had been found in a of the first number, new series, of the Chris
this act; or in case of loss by sea, by cap Affairs, to whom hadbeen referred’the-res
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
wild and lonely place in the woods, search tian Intelligencer IF Eastern Chronicle, pub
ture, or other unavoidable accident, by the olution offered by Mr. Reed, relative to com
Bills engrossed, additional respecting the was made, and her body found buried four lished at Gardiner. Its typographical exe
productions of such other proofs as the nature munication across the isthmus of Panama, inspection of Mackerel—to incorporate the feet below the surface of the ground, her
of the case will admit, according to the pro with the, Ports of the Pacific Ocean-, report Penobscot Steam Navigation Cômpany—ad brains knocked out, and her infant child, with cution is uncommonly neat and the editorial
visions of the eighty-first section of the act ed a bill, to authorize the building of two ditional respecting the Ferry Point Bridge— its throat cut, laidifthei’ arms. Themur- department is conducted with spirit and can
aforesaid.
schooners of not more than twelve guns, for to incorporate the Portland, Saco and Bidde • derer had taken the pains to break off a quan dor.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the naval service, & the building of a schoon ford Stage Company—to incorporate the St. tity of laurel, and stick it in the ground over
all penalties and forfeitures incurred by force, er in place of the Nonsuch which-is unfit for Croix Steam Navigation Cpmpany--and to the grave ; but the shortness of its apparent
Snow.—We have had a succession of Snow
of this act, shall be sued for, recovered, dis repairs.
——
incorporate the Mariner's Church in Port growth led to a suspicion that it was not real. Storms, since our last, which we conceive
THURSDAY, JAN. 25.
tributed, and accounted for, and may be mit
Many rumors are afloat on the subject of
land
,
will raise our level, nearly equal to that o£
The bill regulating the duties on Woollens,
igated, or remitted, in the manner, and ac
Several bills were read a. first time, and the murder.
the towns on the Connecticut.
cording to the provisions of the revenue laws principally engaged the attention of the passed to » second reading.
House on Thursday. The bill was discussed
of the United States.
From
thé
Courtland
(
Alabama
J
Herald.
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
Sec. 5. Provided,, nevertheless, and be it in committee of the whole and two amend
LATEST FROM FRANCE.
Bills additional to several acts establishing
further enacted, That this act shall not take ments offered, which having been ordered to
A SINGULAR OCCURRENCE.
Paris and Havre Papers to Dec. 15, have been
the salaries of public officers; additional to
’effect, nor go into operation, if, before the be printed, the House then adjourned.
received at New-York.
a,n act respecting Fisheries in the Waters of
said thirtieth day of September next, the
We understand that anelderly gentleman
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
Vinalhaven, in a new draft ; to incorporate called at Col. Benj. Sherrod’s of this vicinity,
President of the United States -shall receive
The intelligence of the steps taken by
CANAL ROUTES IN MAINE.
the Kennebunk Port Distillery—additional one day last week, and asked him if he had Great Britain in aid of Portugal was received
satisfactory evidence that the said Colonies
A communication from the War Depart to the several acts to prevent the destruction not a yellow boy on his farm, about fifteen in Paris on the 13th, and created considera
and Possessions aforesaid, are open to the ad
ment,
transmitting
the
following
papers
of Fish in Denny’s River and Finmaquan ; to years "of age? He answered, “I have:” the ble sensation, causing a fall in the Funds;
mission of vessels of the United States : that
Engineer Department, Jan. 24,1827.
incorporate the Saco and Biddeford Savings old man observed that he had reason to be but they advanced again the next day to
neither such vessels nor their cargoes are
S
ir
:
In
pursuance
of
your
directions
to
Institution as amended ; and to incorporate lieve that he was his son, and asked the Col. within one per cent, of their present rates.
subjected to any other higher duties or charg
report
to
you
such
part
as
has
been
prepared,
the
Oxford Fenriale Institution as ¿mended— if he would send for him ? The Colonel told We have seen several letters from Havre of
es than British vessels and th^ir cargoes, ar
riving from the United States, in the said of the information called for by a resolution together with a Resolve in favor oP'the town him that he would, and did so. When the the 15th, all of which concur in the opinion
Colonies and Possessions, are subjected to; of the House qf Representatives, dated the of Howland, were severally passed to be en boy came up, he advanced to the okl man that war will not ensue.
Letters from Lisbon of the 6th, received at
that the vessels of the United States may 29th ult. respecting “ surveys of the Kenne grossed.
with the endearing epithet of father. , They
import into said Colonies and Possessions, bec river, and of routes for contemplated ca
embraced each other with tears. The old Havre, mentioned that the Portuguese insur
from ths United States, any article or arti nals to connect the waters òf the Kennebec, . HO USE OF REP RESENTA TIFES. man claimed him for his son, and says he hir gents hadbeen beaten by the militia of the
cles, which a British vessel could by law im Androscoggin, and Connecticut rivers, and I
'
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
ed him to a gentleman in Augusta, Geo. a country.
A Paris paper of tile 14th, fId Aristarque )
port from the United States, into the said the waters of Merrymeeting and Cased
The committee on the Judiciary was in few years since, and from thence he has run
fcolonies or Possessions; and that the vessels bays,” I have the honor to furnish, herewith, structed to inquire into the expediency of off to this State.
says we are informc d that orders have just
We understand that the boy hits been sold been sent to the military divisions on the
of the U. States, may export, to any country a copy of a report from Lt. Col, Abert, Topo providing for the sale of all articles by the
Engineer, respecting the survey decimal hundred, which are usually sold by three times by gentlemen well known.
borders of Spain to dispatch all their disposa
•whatever, other than to the Dominions or graphical
;
Col. Sherrod has acted very philanthropic- ble force to Bayonne. These troops are in
Possessions of Great Britain, any article or macle by him of Kennebec river, and con weight.
his views in regard to the best
articles, from the said Colonies or Possessions, taining
•
Petition of Nathaniel‘Hill and others pray allv. He says the boy for whom he gave 400 tended to enter Spain immediately.
The Memorial Bordellos gives some fur
which vessels of Great Britain may export mode of removing the obstructions to the ing that the Judicial Ct^irts in York County dollars, shall have his' freedom whether he
navigation
of
the
same,
at
Lovejoy
’
s
Narrows,
ther particulars of the attack on Braganza by
therefrom. And if the President of the Uni
may all be established at one place, was read gets any thing for him or not,
together
with
a
drawing
exhibiting
the
re

the
Portuguese Refugees under the Marquis
ted States shall receive such satisfactory evi
The old man,, it seems, is not able to pur
and after some debate thereon between
de Chaves. Their success was accompanied
dence as aforesaid, on or before the said thir sults of the surveys alluded to, and calcula Messrs. Roberts, of S. Berwick and Goode- chase the boy.
tieth day of September next, he is hereby ted to illustrate the views contained in his now, of Alfred, in which the latter was oppos
Col. Sherrod has ordered his suit to be in by serious excesses. For example, the 400
authorised to issue his proclamation,'declar report.
ed to receiving it all, and in favor of its indef stituted againbt himself, and is determined to men who had entrenched themselves in the
This report and drawing afford the only inite postponement, was referred to the Com detect the original transgressor if possible.
castle of Braganza, after having been forced
ing that the said Colonies or Possessions are
to capitulate, were all shot.
open to the admission of the vessels of the U.. part now prepared, of the information called mittee on the Judiciary. Mr. Goodenow
There was no variation in the cotton mark
States on the conditions aforesaid; and, there for by the resolution. As soon as the resi was opposed to referring the petition to the
CHARLESTON-, JAN. 10.
et at Havre. At Paris, Buenos Ayrean Hides
upon, from the date of the said proclamation, due of the information called for shall be re latter Committee, but wished to have it re
EXTRADE DINAR Y EFFOR T.
were looking up very fast.
the’ports of the United States shall be open ported, I will have the honor of presenting it ferred to a Select Committee. The House
The banking house of Wap and Vanderto vessels of .the United States and British to you.
however decided to refer it to the Joint Stand
We yesterday notified our readers that in
Respectfully submitted.
vessels,.coming from said Colonies and Pos
ing Committee on the Judiciary by a.large the course of the present week, a wager■ lindfri of Rotterdam had stopped payment
sessions ; and also to the vessels of other na ALEX. MACQB, Maj. Gen. Chief Eng. majority.
would be decided, that a gentleman of thisi for an account of 250,000 florins. At the times
The Hon. J. Barbour, Sec’y of War.
tions, coming therefrom, which, by treaty, or
City would drive his horse round the race; of. the failure Wap had absconded.
jv. y. Gaz.
according to the navigation act of the United
course fifty times (equal to fifty miles) in
Georgetown, D. C. Jan. H, 1827.
SATURDAY, JAN. 27.
States, mav be entitled to bring merchandise,
five hours. Thé weather proving favora
Sir : In answering your letter of the 10th
Bill
establishing
the
Couhty
of
Waldo,
was
from said Colonies and Possessions, into the instant, enclosing a resolution of the House of read once and Wednesday next at 10 o’clock ble, and the course being in good order, the
Nothing appears to have transpired re
United States; and British vessels, arriving Representatives of the 29th of December ,was assigned for a second reading.
attempt was made yesterday with the most specting the intentions of the French govern
LYthe U. States therefrom, shall be subject last, I have the honor to report : that the
in favor of Gardiner Lyceum was complete success. Mr. John Randolph, the ment in regard to the recent measures of the
neither on their tonnage nor on their cargoes, only part of the surveys required by the res- . Resolve
once and Thursday next at ten o’clocck gentleman alluded to, commenced it at about British government for supporting Portugal.
to- anv other or higher duties op charges of olntion and now complete, is that of the pass read
11 o’clock, A. M. and although necessarily The French Cabinet held long sessions daily,
assigned for a second reading.
any kind, than vessels of the United States. of Lovejoy’s Narrows, in the Kennebec riv was
The House reconsidered their vote direct obliged to stop occasionally, say four or five and the stocks had fallen about three per
And, from the date of the said proclamation er.
:ing that no petition of a private nature shall time?, for the space of about a minute each cent. The Etoile published the whole de
of the President, the act passed on the first
time—reached the starting post, after com tails, and Mr. Canning’s speech, without oneThe river is here narrow, thé tide very vi- ,
day of March, eighteen hundred and twenty- oient, and the passage made dangerous by a be received after the 20th day ofthe session. pleting the 50 miles, in 4 hours 57 minutes word of comment.
three, entitled“ An Act to regulate the com large rock, called the half tide rock lying in
and 46 seconds—being 2 minutes 14 seconds
The letters from Havre s£ate that no ex
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
mercial intercourse between the U. States the’channel.
within the time appointed’.
citement had been produced there by the
Bills-passed
to
be
engrossed,
to
incorporate
and certain, British ports ;” the act passed
This match against time, unparralleled intelligence from England, as it was believed
Vessels arriving at the narrows are obliged the town of Abbot,to’incorporate na Engine
on the fifteenth day of May, eighteen hun to wait a suitable state of the tide, in order
certainly in this country, and we believe else the proceedings of the British government
dred and twenty, entitled “ An Act supple to proceed through. Nor can it then be at Company in Winthrop, and to incorporate where,, was accomplished moreover, without were adopted with the knowledge and sanc
the
Handel
Musical
Society
of
Fayette,
mentary to an act, entitled “ An act concern tempted if the wind is adverse ; and even
any apparent 'injury to the horse. Indeed, tion of the French Cabinet. The Havre
ing navigation,” and the act, entitled “ An under favorable circumstances the passage is
such was the power he still exhibited, that market was not affected, by the news.
an act concerning navigation,” passed on the dangerous, and often attended'with accidents.
a serious accident occurred from it, which
On the other hand, it is stated, or intima
A
correspondent
has
been
looking
over
the
eighteenth of April, eighteen hundred and
had nearly proved fatal to Mr, Randolph. ted, in the Journal du Commerce, that great
The tide, either way, impinges directly
names
of
the
members
of
the
Legislature,
eighteen, shall be, and are hereby, declared, upon the rock, -and, in spite of every effort,
Upon his coming in, the loud and repeated dissentions exist in the French Cabinet—that
arid has really made out a curious lot of char cheering of the spectators, startled the horse the party attached to the jesuits is the most
severally to be repealed.
vessels are frequently thrown upon it.
acters
;
a
set
of
“
men
of
all
work.
”
If
he
-—when he immediately ran off—the bit powerful and will not coincide in the pacific
These delays and dangers add much to the
And provided further, That, if, on or be
had looked doser at the Senate, he might
fore the said thirtieth day of September next, expenses of the navigation of this river, and have seen a Gardiner in a Sweat, in this cold breaking, he became unmanageable, and af designs of the Minister, Mr. Villele—and
the President of the U. States shall receive constitute the principal difficulties betweea weather, not hoeing cabbages, but making ter proceeding nearly to the lines, threw Mr. that war will certainly ensue.
Randolph out, and severely bruised him. He
The same paper states, that 2000 star d of
'satisfactory evidence that the Colonies and its mouth and the town of Gardiner.
The means of bettering the passages sug national Senators. He could not so easily then escaped from’the sulky,-and was retaken arms for the Royalists who have entered
Possessions aforesaid, are open to the admis
discover,
perhap®,
whether
the
members
with
much
difficulty.
We
are
very
happy,
Portugal, were furnished from the French
sion of vessels of the United States, coming gested themselves on an examination of the would stick to their Holmes, or go to Parris.
however, to learn that Mr. Randolph is not garrisons in Pampeluna, and with the knowl
from the said United States ; that neither locality :
Ken. Jour.
seriously
injured
—
and
suffers
more
from
his
edge of the French Ambassador at Madrid.
First.—First to surround the rock by a fa
such vessels nor their cargoes are subjected
There are two Hills, composed of Pitts
The French Ambassador to Madrid has.
to any other or higher duties or charges, cing of wharf logs, rising about one foot above and Knowles, which although buried in per fatigue and exhaustion, than from his contu
sions»
CityGaz.
arrived in Paris..
M Y. Mer..
than are levied or exacted on British vessels high water, and supplied with ring bolts and petual Fogg, produce the Mace, the Bean,
and their cargoes, arriving from the United posts, for warping through, when necessary. the Burr, and Weed in great abundance.
Second.—To remove the rock to about ten. They are covered only a few Weeks with ' Silas E. Burrows, Esq. of Stonington, Con.
States, in the "said colonies and possessions ;
PORTUGAL.
and that the vessels of the United States may feet below, water, by blasting. The first . Snow, and the Woodman, if be Ames rightly, lately
offered to the Greek Committee of
An express has reached Lisbon, bringing
import into said colonies and possessions from method would furnish a less dangerous mass takes good Holt, and has the Lord’s assist New York,
the gratuitous use of the copper accounts that the Portuguese refugees, of the
the United States, any article or articles than the rock, for a vessel to strike against, ance, can at all times ad Vance to a piece of ed brig Burrows,
with his personal 2d cavalry and 17th of the line, commanded1
which a British vessel could by law import and offers means of effecting a passage with Wood, from which he can look down upon a services, to carrytogether
a cargo to Greece. The by the traitor Magesy, entered Villa Vicosafrom the United States into tlie said colonies an adverse wind. But as it would increase Pond where the Swan is often' seen giving committee not having
obtained
the means for on thè morning of the 26th, surprised andor possessions, it shall and may be lawftil for the dimensions of the impediment, it would _C7zizA-e to a Drake, intently Bent upon de
the cargo, were obliged to decline took prisoners a detachment of the 7th cav
the Presidept of the United States to issue propórti on ably narrow the passage and in priving him of the little corn which adheres furnishing
the offer. On receiving notice to this effect, alry, who were in garrison, wounded the
his proclamation, declaring that the-ports of crease the violence of the tide.
to the Cobbs which are Bourne upon the
Burrows addressed another letter to the- commander and some soldiers. The refu
the U. States are open to vessels of the U.S.
The height of about one foot above high surface of the water. Near this reside peo Mr.
Committee, in which after expressing gees then retired, without committing any*
and to British vessels coming directly from water is named, that in times of spring fresh ple of every rank, from the Abbot to the Foot Greek
regret that the efforts of the committee further excesses, carrying with them some
said colonies and possessions, and also to ves ets, the ice might pass freely over the wharf, man ; among whom may be mentioned, one his
have not yet enabled them to load a vessel, prisoners of war and several members of the
sels of other nations coming therefrom, which, or it would otherwise probably destroy it.
Deane, one Carpenter, one Miller, two
expressing a hope that their exertions civil authority.
by treaty, or according to the Navigation
The second, if well done, is unquestionably, Smiths, one Potter, one Storer, one Dyer, one and
will soon be successful, makes them another
The Princess Regent has decreed that all
Act of the United States, may be entitled to, the best. It would remove the impediment Currier, one Butler, one Sawyer, and one offer
of the packet brig Athenian, which he the militia who may choose to join the army
bring merchandise from said Colonies and entirely, and, in consequence, reduce the Cook, over whom is placed one Marshall.— expects
daily
from
Carthagena.
He
closes
in defence of the constitution, shall not be
possessions into the United States, on the velocity of the tide. The water is suffi Their, principal article of trade is Emery, his letter in the following terms.
kept more than six months in service.
same terms as vessels of the United States ; ciently deep on each side of the rock to and many are employed at their Hebbs.
“
She
(the
Athenian)
is
of
t»he
same
class
The Chamber of Peers, in order to prove
and that British vessels, arriving in the ports receive the fragments which might be They live exclusively on Pease, and al.hough
with
the
brig
Burrows,
and
the
Athenian
I
its devotion to the constitution, has volunteer
of the United States, from the Colonies or thrown off in blasting, without serioua injury they are Smart and Morrill men, and are
possessions aforesaid, shall not, after the date to.the channel ; and as a great part of the well supplied with Parsons,, yet they have wish the committee to consider as at their ed to march to the frontiers. Counts Ficalho,
of the proclamation last mentioned, be subr surface of the rock is exposed at about half but one Church, and .seldom Pray in that. disposal, together with my services agreeably Tarpa, Silveira and others have already set,
out as volunteers.
jected, either on their tonnage or their car tide, the operation could be conducted ad But what is the most remarkable, there are to my first offer.
The Burrows, since the receipt of your’s
LISBON, dec. 5.
goes, to any other or higher duties or charges vantageously.
but two of Adams race in the whole Le this day, has been one third loaded for Car
Extracts from official despatches received
of any kind, than are levied on vessels of the
The plan of the pass is herewith enclosed. gislature, and drz/y one,of them White. Their
United States, and their cargoes of similar The-surveys of other parts of Maine, made reewds for the whole term are kept by a thagena, and will probably return to this port by government :—The insurrection is gener
in 5u or 60 days. One of these brigs will be al at Lomba, Vin.haes, Braganza and Miran
merchandise, imported from the same Colo-, during the course of last Summer, will, be Child bn two Pages of paper.
in New York most of the time, either of da.—Col. Valdez, obliged to fly before the
roes .and possessions. And from and after the complete in all this month. 1 have the hon
which will be considered by me, as at the rebels, was,cut off by Gen. Claudine. The
date of such proclamation, the first and sec or to be, &ic.
latter demanded aid from the commanders off
J. J. ABERT, Top. Eng. ond sections of this act shall be suspended.”
Thomas H. Benton has beep re-elected to disposal of the Greek Committee.
'Maj. Gen. Macomb.
the U. S. Senate by the Legislature of Mis 1 am Sir, your most ob’t, very humble serv’t. Minbo and Oporto, who ' could only collect
This bill-vas twice read, and committed to
SILAS
E.
BURROWS,
300; foot soldiers, who y/ero ordered upoa.
These papers we e referred tb the Com- souri, for six years from tUe third of March
the Committee ofTie Whole on the state of
of Stonington, Conn,
Amarauig.
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A dispatch from Gen. Azeredo, dated Vis seu Dec. 1, announces that the rebellion had
rained the left bank of the Douro and that it
f was no longer in his power to defend that

INDIAN DISTURBANCES.
The Pensacola Gazette of the 28th ult.
says “ we learn, from the Tallahassee Intel
ligencer, that seven Indians supposed to be
the same, Who butchered the family of Mr.
Carr—made an attack on the family of Mr.
Adams, near the Ocilla river. They did no
injury to the family, but three of them were
killed.
,
We have seen a private letter which says
that it is now believed thattt. Neamathla is at
the head of a party of hostile Indians—though
he has not yet been seen.

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT.
On Tuesday and Wednesday last, the
House was chiefly occupied in debatmgÿthe.
Resolve providing for the establishment of
the permanent seat of Government at Au
gusta in 1830. It passed the House on Wed
nesday as amended by striking out “ thirty,”
and inserting “ thirty-five.”
Am. Pat.

York, for Saco,had dropped down, but did!
not get out. Harbor clear of ice..
Ar. at Savannah, 16th, ult. brig Cadmus,
Tripp, New Orleans, 18, Balize, 14.
Ar. at thé Balize, 20th ult. barque Philetùs;
Morrill, Saco.
Ar. at New Orleans, Dec. 30, brig Ulysses,
Perkins, of this port, from Boston. Cid. same
day, brig Missionary, Lord, of this port, for
Pro\ idence, R. 1.

tow
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The genuine stereotype edition, in quarto, bf

Rowletfs Tables of Interest ”
with additions and improvements.

1 The insurrection broke out at Villa Real
'g'T is now about twenty-five years'since th 5
A first edition was issued,’and no error has'
;b on the 28th.
ever been found in the calculations.
MADRID, DEC.4.
The present édition has been examined no
EXECUTIVE APPOINTMENTS.
[Private correspondence.D— I can assure
less than twelve times by different persons ’
The following gentlemen have been ap
vou that the uneasiness of our government is
Schr. Pilot, Gibbs, from Elizabeth City for and A PREiMIUM OF ONE HUNDRED
pointed aids to the Governor of this State : Boston,
’ very great, in consequence of the invasion oi
Falmouth, Ms. on the ,25th ult. AND FIFTY DOLLARS is now offered by
—Charles Stewart Davies, John Rug with lossar.ofather
1 Portugal, and it spares no pains to quiet M.
deck load. Sailed from the the subscriber, for the detection ot an error
gles, Daniel Goodenow, Edward Wil
Lamb, whose notes become daily more
bar
13th,
in
co.
with the Kingston, for W- of a cent, ih manner as described in the Pre
Some of our readers may have a curiosity liams.
Ind. Day before, spoke, inside of the bar, face Moreover, such directions, are given,
i threatening.
.
. .. . to know what is the progress of the business
Hon. William King, of Bath, and Rufus sch. Two Brothers, of Saco, and sloop Pack by a note at the ehd of the introduction, as
But events have become so serious, that it is
not in the power of the government itseh to before the Committee, of Investigation, ap McIntire, Esq. of Parsonsfield, to be Com et, of Kennebunk, bound up, at an anchor.
make the Tables of nearly 'double their ap
pointed
in
the
House
of
Representatives
on
missioners under the “ Resolve providing for
stop themfnot only those which are passing
parent value, inasmuch hs it is shown, that
Fin the interior of'Portugal, but even those the communication of the Vice President. the survey and establishment of the line be
the exact Bank Interest may be found not
' which are taking place in the Spanish terri- We therefore state, that that committee has tween Maine and New-Hampshire?*
only atpdght, for every day from 1 to 64, but
been
in
session,
without
intermission,
every
*orv * for we learn to-dav that the regiment dav since we last adverted to its proceedings,
almost at sight from said 6’4 to one hundred
We
are
requested
to
state
that
Elder
CranQUANTITY
of
first
rate
Vermont
of the Prince has passed the frontiers in a
and twenty-four days', on' all the sums of
1 body with the exception of its officers ; ir and has not yet concluded its deliberations. dal Will preach in Washington Hall on Sun
CHEESE, for sale bv
principal, dollar by dollar from unit or 1 to
LORD & KINGSBURY.
this be true, of which I have <fo doubt, this It is said that Mr. Mix was under examination day evening—To begin at early candle
2000, on every ten dollars, from 2000 to óOOO»
may be considered as a reinforcement,^ sent (for the second time) during the whole of the
Feb. 2.
on every fifty from 3000 to 5000, and on every
lighting.
by our apostolicals to their brethren oi 1 or- day before yesterday.—Nat. Int. Jan. 24.
five hundred from 5000 to 10,000 dollars be
sides months, &c. on the same amounts, to
t rigai
The Kentucky Reporter of the 13th inst.
The Portuguese Charge d’Affaires yester
gether with a .useful cent table; the whole
day communicated ,to our government the says “the strength of the parties between»
computed at six per cent, &c.—It is likewise
€Aeai\
and
Refuse
CAeav
Mr.
Adams
and
General
Jackson,
in
the
Sen

decision of the Portuguese Regency not to
shewn by another Note, that the amount, of
ate
of
Kentucky,
is
22
for
Mr.
Adams
and
16
recognize M. de Casa Flores, as Spanish Am
. COMMISSIONS at various rates per cent,
Boards
for
Gen
.
Jackson.
—
There
is
some
little
doubt
bassador. To this communication was added
may be found at sight on all the sums of Prin
s State, twenthe reports of the Governors of the Portu about Mr. Pope ; so we set him down for
cipal included in the Interest Tables.
Jackson.
”
Mr.
Bibb
has
taken
his
seat
as
iumber 24 are
guese Provinces, on the frontiers of Spam,
The work altogether, has been got up .ifi
Chief
Justice,
and
there
is
a
prospect
of
peace
KENNEBUNK
LANDING,
dy—Of these,
announcing the invasion-of the Portuguese
complete counting-house style,- with an in
and
due
administration
of
law
in
that
State.
CONTINUES
at
his
old
stand
to
buy
good
refugees. He concluded his letter with new
ne is Calvindented index to each hundred dollars, and
D. Press.
OAK TIMBER, and PLANK three forms a substantial aM handsome book of
complaints, and by demanding further ex
one Freewill
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Stephen Whit inchesthick.
planations, but instead of giving them M. Sal
reference, either aS a standard er a check.
JACKSON IN ILLINOIS.
—Three are
ney, to Miss Elizabeth Berry.
ALSO—IVARTED ABOtrr
mon, in his reply yesterday evening, observ
In numerous instances 10 and 12 dollars per
A motion was made in the Legislature of
In Sanford, Mr. Solomon Brown of Lyman,
n, two to the
ed, that as the functions of M- de Casa Flores
have been paid for the old edition, w , < n
1OOO Feet of OAK BOARDS, , copy
Iliino’s on the 20th ult; to nominate General to Mrs. Margaret Tripp.
had
ceased
at
Lisbon,
those
of
M.
Pente
de
meral intelli1| inch thick, of good width & length. to be met with second hand, but the prices
In Warren, Vt. Mr. Elijah Goodspeed, a
Lima Portuguese Charge d’Affaires at Mad Andrew Jackson as a candidate for the next
of the present improved edition will be only
revolutionary pensioned, aged 74, to Mrs.
rid were also at an end, and that consequent Presidency, and lost, ayes 18, noes 20.
as follows :
.
.
Esther Hunt, aged 43.
ly lie was under the necessity of terminating
A
few
thousand
feet
of
Clear,
and
Refuse
Full bound in calf and lettered, with
the receipt
In Amesbury, Mass. Mr. Samuel Winkley, Clear BOARDS, for all which a generous
his diplomatic relations with him.
The whole debt of the State of New-York,
indented index,
, of the C/insThe latter (M. Ponte de Luna) received amounting to seven millions of dollars, cre of Saco, to Miss Mary Martin.
price will be given.
Full bound in sheep and lettered,In Dexter, Mr. Daniel Currier, to Miss
thronicle, pub- r hist despatches by an extraordinary courier, ated by making her Grand Canals, will
Feb. 3.
with indented index,
5 00
sent from Lisbon to the French Minister, at probably be paid off in five years. It is said Anna Sturtivahit.
Half bound in marbled paper, with
raphical exeMadrid. In these despatches he was inform some of'the Canal Stock is owned in Europe.
indented index,1
4 00'
1 the editorial
ed that others would be sent the next day,
And the booksellérs are bound to adhere
spirit and caathe 28th, but we learnt, yesterday, that the
ANTED to hire two good Millmen, strictly to those prices.
A census of the village of Rochester, N. Y.
bearer of them was arrested, at Ville Vicosa, has been recently completed, which gives a
who are well acquainted with Sawing,
To be had of Benj. Loring
Co. and An
by the Portuguese refugees. Their contents, population of 7669 persons ; exhibiting an un
and are of steady and correct habits—Two
drew J. Allen, State-stfeet ; Richardson
session of Snow
are, of course, unknown.
men of the above’ description may hear where Lord, Washington-street ; and other Book
paralleled increase of 2996 i-n one year. In
they can find employ by calling at this office. sellers in Boston ; James K. Remich, Ken
1812, there were but two houses im the vil
i we conceive
None need apply but such as are well ac nebunk ; and of the Agent, Joseph M’DowLA TÉ S T FR OM FRANCE.
lage.
nal to that of
quainted with the business, and are of cor ell, Bookseller, No. 25,- Market-street Phila
The brig Niger, which arrived yesterday
morning, sailed from Bordeaux, on thè 20th
delphia, who will promptly attend . all or
Arrangements are in preparation in Phila
rect. habits.
ult. We find the following extraits from Pa delphia to celebrate the approaching anniver
Feb. 3.
ders. &c.
_
JOHN ROWLETT. '
DIED
—
In
this
town,
on
Friday,
26th
ris papers to the 16th.
sary of the BIR TH OF WASHIJfG TON,
A rumour prevails that there was a divis in the usual manner. W. I . Dwight Esq. ult. Miss Arabella Merrill, aged 23
Philadelphia, Y2th mo. TAst, 1826.
15, have been
ion in the Council upon the discussion of the has been elected Orator for the occasion and years.
Beware of a spurious Abridgement of less
ork.
In Kennebunk port, Miss Mary J. Nowell,
Speech from the Throne. The Count de has accepted the appointment.
than one half, in form of an- Octavo Receipt
aged 15, daughter of Gen. S. Nowell. By the
Villele is said to have only had with him the
teps taken by
Book ; for although it is advertised in my
Count de Corbiere, and M de Chabrol,
The editor of the Norfolk Herald thinks premature death of this amiable and interest
il was received
name, it is not miné, and several copies ot it,
against the pretensions of the Marquis de that the late cold Weather at Washington has ing girl, her friends are compelled to mourn
ted considera-furnished to orders for mine, have been re
Chaves and the Portuguese refugees.
had a tendency to increase the friends of the the loss of one who was the joy and solace of
in the Funds;
gent for the protection in turned to the venders as COUNTERFlol i.
Another rumour prevailed on the 15th, of bill giving encouragement to woollen manu their once happy circle ; but the examples’of
t next day to
surance COMPANY, of Hart The price too, in comparison witly my own
virtue and resignation which she has left can j
the King’s having accepted the resignation of factures I
present rates.
ford, Connecticut, continues to insure Houses,
work, should be only one dollar fifty cents,
never be lost to those who have so often been Stores,
,
the Keeper of the Seals and the Minister for
From Havre of
Mills, Factories, Barns, and the con even bulk for bulk ; and yet Tirti. Fletcher
delighted
by
their
practice.
Although
so
J
Foreign Affairs, as the only condition upon
in the opinioa
tents of each, together with every other spe and Abijah W. Thayer, the publishers, m
The legislature of Rhode Island has rewhich the Count de Villele would continue pealed the Auction Duty on Domestic young, she possessed a highly intelligent mind (cies of property at as low rates as are offered Portland, did intend, as appears by their Pro
upon
the
emanations
of
which
we
dwell
with
.
in
the
administration.
5th, received at
Goods, qnd increased that on Foreign goods
by any other Company in New-England,
posals, to vend it to the public, at the enor
' delight, and her heart was alive to all the
Intelligence, from Madrid which reached to one and a half per cent.
rtuguese insurmous price of five dollars per copy ! ! And af
Against
Loss
or
Damage
by
!
generous
and
tender
sympathies
of
our
nature.
us
by
express,
announces
that
5000
men
and
t militia of the
ter all, whether they have copied from mV
That modesty of demeanor, and sweetness of
a park of artillery had been sent off from
old edition correctly or made mistakes, 1
Six thousand dollars have been subscribed disposition which are calculated to produce
Gibraltar
for
Lisbon.
—
Constitutionel.
Id Aristargue)
have not had time to examine, but it has evi
A new expedition is preparing at Cadiz to by the citizens of New-A ork, for the relief of feelings of prepossession, even at first sight,
’decs have just
dently been got up only in the common way
sail for America in the Spring. It will the Greeks, besides donations in provisions were harmoniously blended in her character ;
Feb.
3.
¡visions On the
like an Almanack, &c. without those checks
but it was not for the moment only that she
consist of the vessel El Soberano, a frigate and clothing.
il their disposaand cross-examinations which Tables of such
possessed the power to charm—as acquain
now constructing at Ferrol, and a brig which
troops are in«
J- RIn Frankfort, N. York, a deposit of feath tance and familiarity increased, so also, her Lane’s Corn-Shelling .Machine. a kind necessarily require.
was built at Bayonne.—The terms upon
ately.
Jan. 23.
4w.
ers,
14
feet
long,
10
wide,
and
4
deep,
has
many
virtues
and
graces
continued
to
multiwhich Spain now is with England, may pos
fives some furbeen
found
in
the
earth,
in
a
field
—
supposed
E
certify
that
we,
in
six
hours
and
15
sibly
change
the
destination
of
these
vessels.
tiply,
and
the
more
she
was
known
the
more
on Braganza by
to have been made in old times, by the In she was beloved. During her sickness, which
&
N. Y.Adv. of Jan. 3D.
minutes of this day, shelled for Jona
er the Marquis
dians.
than Clark, Esq. one hundred bushels, after
was long and painful she exhibited the pa
as accompanied
tience and fortitude of a Christian and was being shelled ;—Such machines are to be sold
A letter from our correspondent, at Bor
ample, the 400
perfectly resigned to the will of God.—Com. by Deacon JOHN FROST, of Sanford, who
MEANNESS.'
OF BOSTON.
deaux, dated Dec. 18, says—
smselves in the
In Limerick, on Tuesday last, James Car purchased the patent right for the towns of Hp HE subscriber continues to insure ManWe have frequently, (says the Canal of In
“ Every appearance indicates a convulsion
ng been forced
Sanford and Shapleigh.—It requires one per jj ufactories, Machinery, Houses, Storee,.
in Európe. Portugal and Spain will probably telligence,) frowned when the following ques penter of Waterborough.
In Sanford, Mr. Solomon Allen, 98.—Miss son to turn what is called the Cylinder, and and other buildings, and also Merchandizs,
once more, be a scene, of violence, and hbw tion has been put us by the newspaper bor
he cotton marktwo persons to feed it.
far it may extend, time alone will décidé. rowing gentry—‘ Will you lend me your last Oliver Merryfield, 21.
against loss or damage by
•s Ayrean Hides
FRANCIS WILKINSON,
In Shapleigh, Mr. William Stanley, 82.—
Reports follow each other rapidly, but no e- Canal? I only want to read it.’—Now what
ENOCH
STANLEY,
vents, of material importance, has occurred in creation do. such folks think Newspapers Mary Adeline, daughter of Dr. James Eme
p and VanderSTEPHEN WILKINSON.
to my knowledge. Chaves, they say, has are printed for, except to read : and if they ry, 8.
ippcd payment
Sanford, Jan. 31, 1827.
been taken by the Spaniards and shot. To Mkint to read why dont they fiay for them, ‘ In Buxton, Mr. John Joss, 83.—Mr. Wm.
on the most reasonable terms.
is. At the time
day it is reported, that De Peyronnet, and and thus remunerate the printer ? A man Adams, 75.
JOHN LILLIE, Agent.
inded.
might
with
the
same,propriety,
go
to
the
Ba
In
Groton,(Vt.)
15th
ult.Mr.
JoshuaDowns,
Dumas, hâve resigned their places at Paris.
Jan. 20.
JV*. Y. Gaz.
ker and say ‘ Sir, won’t you lend me a loaf of aged 22.
In Biddeford, 27th ult. very suddenly,5Mrs.
A Paris paper of the 14th ÇTArisiarque ) bread—I only want to eat it.
transpired re
Sally, wife of Mr. Joshua Smith, aged 33
says, “ We are informed that orders have just
French governThe Legislature of New-York is in earnest years.
beensenttothe military divisions on the bor
HE members of the Kennebunk Fire
HE Subscribers have formed a connex
measures of the
In Madbury, (N. H.) 25th ult. Elder Wil
ders of Soain to despatch all their disposable in its efforts to abolish Lotteries. A bill im
Society, are hereby notified that their
ion in business under the firm of
orting Portugal,
force to Bayonne—These troops are intend posing the severest penalties on all persons liam Hooper, aged upwards of 80 years.
annual meeting will be holden at Towle’s
ig sessions daily,
In Exeter, N. H. Miss ANN ROGERS, a- Hotel in Kennebunk, on Tuesday the 6th day
concerned in vending foreign lottery tickets,
ed to enter’Spain immediately.”
SOtME
& TOWBE,
ibout three per
has passed the Senate by a vote of 23 to 1, ged 78, daughter of Rev. Daniel Rogers, of of February next, at 6 o’clock in the after and will do business5 at the Store heretofore
d the whole deand the constitution fixes the time in which Exeter, who died 1785, who was son of Rev. noon, to transact the usual business of said occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main Street,
FROM COLOMBIA.
xh, without one
John Rogers, of Ipswich, who died in 1745, society. Per Order.
A letter from Mr. Williamson, American the domestic lotteries shall expire.
nearly opposite the Bank, where may be
who was son of Rev. John Rogers, President
JOHN LILLIE, Sec’y.
Consul at Laguira, dated Deo. 17, says that
found a general assortment of
ate that no exof Harvard College, who died in 1684, who
SARATOGA SPRINGS, JAN. 16.
he
arrived
safe
after
a
passage
of
35
days,
N. B. It has been suggested that many in European, American, W. India
ed there by the
was the eldest son of Rev. Nathaniel Rogers, dividuals
but unfortunately found the state of the coun
EARTHQUAKE.
the Landing and other parts of
s it was believed
who came from England in 1638, and settled the town, at
try
much
deranged,
and
nothing
could
settle
An
earthquake
was
experienced
in
this
Goods and Groceries,
have expressed an interest in this
,ish government
in
Ipswich,
and
died
in
1655,
who
was
son
of
the state of the elements but the arrival of county on the evening of the 7th inst.—It was
Society, to such persons it may be understood at the lowest prices, for Cash, Country Pro
fledge and saneRev.
John
Rogers,
of
Dedham
in
England,
Bolivar.
His name, (says Mr. W.) would noticed by several persons in this town, in
that those wishing to become members should duce, or approved credit.
it. The Havre
act like a charm ; all parties look up to him ; Greenfield and Corinth. The ground was who died in 1639, who was grandson of Rev. apply at the above mentioned time and place,
OLIVER BOURNE.
the news..
John
Rogers,
of
London,
who
was
burnt
at
& I have no doubt will submit to him without deeply covered with snow, and the noise
WILLIAM TOWNE.
or authorize some member to make the ap
ated, or intimaSmithfield
in
1555.
a word.—Withouthisearly arrival, a civil war which continued for one or two mimites, re
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 19, 1827.
plication.
«
lerce, that great
In
Ham-Common,
Eng.
Major
Hook,
of
the
appears inevitable. The scenes of cruelty, sembled that of* a heavily loaded waggon
Jan. 20.
OLIVER BOURNE requests all persons
ch Cabinet—that
East India Company’s service, aged 74. By
tyrranny and bloodshed, which this country, over frozen ground.
indebted to him either by Note or Account,
¡uits is the most
the will of a relation, he was entitled to an
under
its
various
sanguinary
leaders,
has
ex

to call, settle and pay immediately without
ide in the pacific
annuity, ‘whilst his wife was above ground?
hibited, cannot be fairly credited ; but there
THE PIRATES.
further notice. Those-who neglect this call
4r. Villele—and
is evidence to place it beyond doubt. The
We understand that Marchant, one of the —To fulfil the tenor of this document, after
will find them with an Attorney for collec
her death he caused her to be placed in a
streets
of
this
place
have
actually
flowed
individuals
recently
convicted
of
the
murder
HE Store at Sanford Corner, tion.
hiit 2000 staM of 1
with blood, and hundreds of its citizens from of the captain and mate of the schooner chamber, her body to be preserved and a
lately occupied by Timothy
ho have entered
dav to day have been led out to execution, Fairy, and who was to be publicly executed ! glass case to be put over it. In this situation
, __ Shaw, Esq. The above is a fine
from the French
without a cause assigned or chargé made this day, committed suicide, by hanging him ■ it has remained upwards of thirty years.
stand for business, in a thriving village, and
I with the knowr
against them. As long as there was money, self, on Tuesday night last. He was found
worthy the attention of persons about enga OTANTED immediately inpayment for
ador at Madrid,
or any wealth among them, this bloody trage dead yesterday morning, dangling at the end
ging in trade—For particulars please apply V ¥ papers, a Barrow PiG weighing from
r to Madrid has.
dy was acted ; and those who escaped these of a silk handkerchief, which was fastened to
to JOHN FROST, Kennebunk, or to
fifty to one hundred pounds.
XT.
'sanguinary times, have returned pennyless the bars of his cell. Colson, his companion
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
JAMES K. REMICH.
to their crumbling houses and exhausted in guilt, will be executed this forenoon, the
Guardian to Hand-AH C. Mqrrill.
Jan. 27.
fields poor themselves, and unable to im Patriot says in the yard of the City Prison.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
L.
prove’; and most of them find their property
Bos. Gaz. of Thursday.
^EWS
SHIP
Lisbon, bringing
has been confiscated.”
¡e refugees, of the
The House of Representatives yesterday,
line, commanded'
COMMODORE PORTER.
for the third time made choice, cn their part,
>red Villa Vicos*
By ap arrival at New-York from Havana, of the Hon. Elijah H. Mills, to be a Senator
KENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY 3
h, surprised an*
HE subscriber, in consequence of his re
■Information is received that Com. Porter's in Congress for the next term of that office.
it of the 7th cavcent loss by Fire, is under the necessi
squadron was lying at Key West, blockaded
Boston
Daily
Adv.
of
Wednesday
.
on, wounded the
MEMORANDA.
ty of requesting all those indebted to him to ILL open an Evening School for the
by Com. Laborde's squadron consisting ot
Saco, Jan. 27.—Ar. brig Gov. Parris, Per make immediate settlement, to enable him
liers. Theretothree frigates, two brigs and a schooner, a
reception of those who may wish for
it committing any
AUGUSTA, JAN. 27.
kins, New York; 29th, sch. Phzeton, Storer, to resume his business as soon as possible.—
force almost double that of Porter.i
instructioh in Arithmetic, Geography, Sten
FIRE.
with them some
Bermuda,
via Norfolk;—sailed, '29th, sch. He tenders to his customers his grateful ac
The
schooner
Thorn
arrived
at
Havana
on
al members oitnc
Yesterday morning about two o’clock a fire
knowledgments for their past favors, and ography, Mathematics, and Book Keeping
the 7th, with 35 prisoners, composing the broke out in the new store of the Misses P. Yorick, Leavitt, Boston.
when he resumes business requests a contin by Single or Double Entry.
crew
and
passengers
of
the
Sp.
brig
Hercu

He will also instruct a class of young La
and B. Cromet, milliners. By the'exertions
s decreed that all
The Advance, of this port, ar. at Demara- uance of them, and also requests those having
les, from Cadiz, for Havana, captured by the of the firemen and citizens the fire was extin
dies in projecting and filling Mapst
e to join the army
ra, Dec. 4, from Portland, and was admitted to demands against him to present them.
Mexican squadron, off Cape Antonio.
Kennebunk, Jan. 18.
before the building was consum an entry.
JOHN G. MAYO.
lion, shall Rot
The corvette John Adams sailed from Ha guished
; the goods, however, were burnt on
No American vessels at Rio Grande, Dec.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20,1827.
in service..
vana on the 4th. and the frigate Constitution ed
the shelves so as to be almost wholly 12, and had been none there for the last three
in order to prove
on the 10th>. on a cruize.
ion, has volunteer*.
ruined. Insurance we understand, was ef months.
fected cn them to the amount of $1500,
. Counts Ficalho,
Ar. at Mobile, Dec. 25, brig Orestes, Na
CONGRESS.--Itt
SENATE.
though
this
is
far
from
covering
the
loss.
son, of this port, Port au Princes
. have already set
ANTED at this office, a lad from 14 to
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
$800 insured on the building.
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. previous to the
15 years of age as an apprentice to
The Bankrupt Bid was again taken up.
LISBON, DEc'A j
Kennebec. Jour.
either by Note or Account, are re17th ult. brig Byron, Emery, of this port,
Mr. Reed made along speech against the bill,
matches recei^
ouested to settle without further notice. the Printing business. It is necessary that
from St. Vincents ; brig Leo, Morrill, of this
he possess a good school education, and that
and offered an amendment, the effect ot
BENJ. BOURN.
irrection ’s
A meeting of the citizens of Gardiner have port, from SUEustatia; Eliza, Springer, St.
he be of correct and steady habits.—To such,
which would be to. confine the operation ot agreed
Jan. L5th, 1827.
Thomas.
ganza andMnJ
to
petition
Congress
to
remove
the
a lad good encouragement will be given on
the
bill
to
contracts
made,
after
its
passing.
Ar.
at
the
Turn,
(
below
New
Orleans,)
27th
w fly before
The amendment was negatived, yeas 16, nays obstructions of Lovejoy’s Narrows, on Ken- Dec. brig Ulysses, Perkins', of this port.
application to
n. Claudino. g
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
.
The
damage
caused
by
the
1F
JAMES K. REMICH.
32. Mr. Carfoii moved a 1 econsideration of nebec rvivei
At Charleston 28th ult. a sloop from'New
the commanded
detention
of
vessels
at
that
place
is
estimated
|
Gazette Office^ Jan. 13,1827.
Blanks for sale at this OfBce.
thé vote oh the 93d section, and the Senate
could only coM
York
for
Saco,
rud-'for
ii-"
.reffi
A
sehr.
fr.
N
adfonrned to Saturday.
.
J at $7000 annuaJl:
-ere ordered °P0!i
louse of Rep.
ment, on FriJlot a second
* States Con*
their former
tes wers 148,
ion K^Par!
24 > Ezekiel
be, 21 ; Scatommunicatéd
ii’part, to the
xlnesday last
diole number
at day were
R is, had 11;
-Whereupon
Ito be elected
Congress, on

A

Ship Timber cy’ Plank,

Millmen Wanted.

W

SAFETY

Joseph G. Moody,

A

W

Insurance Co npany

Fire Notice.

T

Copartnership. '

T

T

Pig Wanted.

Particular Notice

Evening School.

J. BTisfoo»,

T

W

Notice.

A

Apprentice Hdanted.

W

* i

I

WBBATK

FISH.

PR0BAT3 wo ricas

, By Authority'of the Slate of Maine.

At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
QUINTALS dry POLLOCK
and for theCounty of York, on the jirsi.
FISH;
Tuesday oj January, in the year oj our
w do. COD do. For sale by
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seYefi,
I. JEFFERDS.
Kean ebunk-port, Dec. 16.
THEODORE DONNELL, Administra
tor of the estate of John Bowden,
iate of York in said county, yeoman, deceas
ed, having presented his petition for sale of
t-he real estate of said deceased, for the pay
ment of his debts, charges of administration, "BUST received & for sale cheap for Cash
gAtTORD.
&c. amounting to two hundred sixteen dol ®>by
Cash paid for Shipping and Hatting FURS,
Mr. Remich—By inserting the following lars and sixteen cents.
as
above.
ORDERED, that the said T heodore Don
hnes from Cowper’s Poems, you will oblige
Dec. 23.
nell give notice to all persons interested, by
one of your readers.
causing
a
copy
of
this
Order
to
be
published
4< Retir’d from all the circles of the gay,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
And all the crowds that bustle life away,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
To scenes where competition, envy, strife,
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Wanted by the Subscriber,
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues
'Beget no thunder-clouds to trouble life,
day of February next, at. ten of the clock in
CORDS of BARK, for which a
Let me the charge of some good angel find, the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
®
fair price will be given.
One, who has known, and has escap’d man haYe, why the same should not be granted.
RALPH CURTIS.
JONAS CLARK,
kind ;
Dec.. 23.
Copy
—
A
ttest,
Polite yet -virtuous, who has brought away
GEO. THACHER, 2?es-’r.
The manners not the morals of the day ;
Jan. 6.
With him, perhaps with her (for men have
To the Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of For Coughs, ■ Colds and Consumption.
known
Probate within and f ,r the County of York
Nd firmer friendship than the fair have "fflTOHN GAREY, of Allred, in the County HpHESE drops have been faithfully proved
ofYork, and Mehitable Garey, his wife,
shown)
by some of the most eminent physi
James Ridley, of Alfred, and Mary Ridley, cians of this country, and found to be supe
Let me enjoy in some unthought-of spot,
his wife, Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, in rior to any medicines for the above complaints
AH former friends/or^wen and forgot,
said County, Edmund Roberts, and Hannah that havd ever been offered to the public.
flown to the close of life’s fast fading scene, Roberts, his wife, Samuel Littlefield, and They are composed wholly of native vegeta
Theloah Littlefield, his wife, James Web bles, containing nothing which might injure
Union of hearts without a flow between.
’Tis grace, ’tis bounty, and it calls for praise, ber, John Webbey 3d, and Joseph Norton, the most delicate constitution or even one in
and Esther, his wife, kins to the estate of the last stage of consumption. They are a
If God give health and sunshine to our days! Benjamin Webber, of Shapleigh, deceased, mild, soothing, palliative medicine for those
And if he add a blessing shared by few,
Humbly shew, that they are each entitled to who have confirmed diseases. Price 50 cts.
Content of heart, more praises still are due— one fourteenth part of the Real Estate of the per bottle.
CERL1EU& EYEWATER
But if he grant a friend, that boon posses’d said deceased, that they cannot possess, oc
cupy and improve the said parts to any ad
Indeed is treasure, and crowns all the rest ; vantage, while the same lays in common and
For Sore and Weak Eyes.
And giving one whose heart is in the skies.,
undivided, but Wholly lose the profits thereof
Nothing.has
ever surpassed the efficacy of
y-Wherefore they pray that notice may be this remedy. Price
Born from above and made divinely wise,
25 cents per bottle.
issued
in
due
form
of
law;
and
that
the
said
He gives what bankrupt nature never can,
The above Medicines for sale at JAMES
parts may be set off to them and assigned to
Whose noblest work is weak and brittle man, each ot them in severalty,, and your petition K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Dec. 23.
ers shall ever pray.
Gold purer far than Ophir ever knew,
JOHN GAREY,
A soul an image of himself §c therefore true.91
JAMES RIDLEY,
BENJAMIN WEBBER,
DOROTHY WEBBER,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
EDMUND ROBERTS 2d,
■WM7E the subscribers, having been apJAMES WEBBER,
¥ W pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD,
YORK COUN i Y.....MAINE.
Judge of Probate for the County of York, to
JOHN WEBBER 3d,
Saco, Dec. 12, 1826.
tf.
receive and examine the claims of creditors
JOSEPH NORTON.
to the estate of
Alfred, Dec. 23, A. D. 1826.
To all whom it may Concern.

4MW 4Ä

♦

CLASS JTO. 1@—SCHEME.
6000 Tickets at $3 50 is $31,000

1 Prize of 3000 is 3000
1 do.
1100
1100
tí
4
1000
4000
tt
6
200
1200
Í2
100
1200
18
50
900
60
20
1200
120
1200
10
1800
4
7200

Bark Wanted.

2022 prizes.

$21,000

Commissioners’ Notice.
THE Subscribers, being appointed by the
Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate,,
for the county of York, Commissioners to re
ceive and examine all the claims of the Credi ■
tors to the estate of

JAMES H. HILL,
, late of Berwick, in said County, Yeoman, de
ceased, and the term of six months from the
2nd inst. being allowed for that purpose,
hereby give notice that they will attend to
that service, at the dwelling house of the
Widow Olive Hill, in said Berwick, on the
first and last Wednesdays of February next
and on the last Saturdays of the fourfollowin^
months, from one to five o’clock m the af
ternoon, on said days.
NAHUM HEARD.
JOEL BILLINGS.
Berwick, January 8th, 1827.

y

OPPOSI

Commissioners’ Notice.

ilx^The tickets in this Class, are' number
. .That swe<
ed from 1000 to 6999 and all the prizes will
basin the
be decided in the following manner, viz : On WE the subscribers having been appoint
^responde
ed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge
the day of drawing six red ballots, viz. 1, 2,
written by h
3, 4, 5, 6, will be placed in one wheel, and in of Prbbate for the County of York, to receive
when the I
the other forty white ballots, viz. 1, 2,3, 4,5,. and examine the claims of Creditors to the
inroad to re
6,7, 8,9, 0, being four of each, will be depos estate of
ited. The drawnig will then commence by
ABRAHAM EMMONS,
| marp< an
taking out one red ballot and three white and late of .Lyman, in said county, deceased, rep
| iwand, the n
in this manner until all the ballots are drawn resented insolvent, do hereby givq notice that
eloquent. 1
out..
six months from the second day of January
almost hope
That ticket having the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th inst. are allowed to said Creditors to bring iw
ters«re c0
drawn ballots in the same order in which and prove their claims, and that we shall at
i
Written aft®1
they were drawn will be entitled to
3000 tend, that service, at' the dwelling house of
|
his
mistress
That having the: 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th, to 1100 Nathan Hanson, in said Lyman, on the
hand. B''(n
“
“ the 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th, to 1000 last Saturday of January, and on the last Sat
3 first varbbi
“
“ the 13th, 14th, 15th & 16th, to 1000 urdays of the five following months, from two
J bi;eathing\
w the 17th, 18th, 19th & 20th, to 1000 to four o’clock in the afternoon.
15
“ the 21st, 22d, 23d & 24th, to 1000
NATHAN HANSON,
| neautv was I
Those tickets having for their three last
JAMES W. ROBERTS.
^ah’e as it
figures the 25th, 26th, and 27th drawn bal
Lyman Jan. 4>th. 1827.
■e^y thing «
lots in the order they are drawn will be en
iistoriiome
titled, each to
2QQ
beautiful
Those having the 28th, 29th and 30th,
SaHavNi
each to
100
g|)0\vdowi).at
T
new-yearsday, at or near Emery’s;
Those having the 31st, 32d, and 33d,
ILould not f’’
JJ Mills, so called, in Shapleigh., one Ruseach to
JOO
sett POCKET BOOK containing four dol
tos forced a'
Those having the 34th, 35th & 36th, N ,
Lbdiie passii
37th, 38th & 39th, Ce+acl\o lars in cash, viz. two bills on Saco Bank twodollars each—Also, one order signed by Jo
Mbsb letters,
40th,41st,&42d.5 °.
seph Whicher of Saco,, on Jonathan Tucker»
L® written ’’
Those having for their two last figures the of
said
Saco,
for
fifty
dollars,
dated
the
fifth
Lfftf authoi
43d and 44th will be entitled, each to
20
day
of
December
last
past,
payable
to
the
I
Li« such as,1
Those having the 45th and 46th ?
_„
subscriber,
and
guaranteed
or
backed
by
said:
j jionbr presid
| .
2d and 3d
10
liheui.
All tickets whose last figure is either of the Tucker—And a due bill signed by Jeremiah
Emery, Esq. of said Shapleigh,'dated the
fk.,.—
y
"
- 11 There win
ea
'
Ch
bei
”
5i
■b
|
thirteenth
day
of
October,
1826,
or
last
past
I ¡that spread t'
different, will be prizes of
4
for
nine
dollars
—
The
order
and
due
bill
pay

| the village of
it/4’All prizes subject to a deduction of 15 able to the subscriber.
r }
| Mich has b
per cent, and payable in sixty days after the
Any person that will produce said Pocket
I1
of lov
drawing, in bank bills generally current in Book
and its contents, shall be satisfactorily
HAVE for some time past against my in this State. Prizes not claimed in one year
has gaz
rewarded by the subscriber—And the said
terest been constrained to borrow money after the drawing will not be paid.
it 'dancer
and Emery are hereby notified that
very frequently to meet my payments, and in
| over tl
. I his class will positivelv be drawn on the Tucker
many instances have been obliged to borrow 10th of February next, at the town hail.in I shal l hold them responsible to me notwith
|e calm!
standing they may have an opportunity of
money again to replace it.
i|ered th
I ortland at three o’clock, P. M. or sooner, if obtaining
their signatures—no person shall,
I wish to have it understood by those who the sale of Tickets will justify it.
Vichnes'
ever be benefitted by said papers but myselL
have had the indulgence of credit for from 1
# fancy b
P. YARN UM, A
SIMON HUNTRESS.
to 8 years, that I must and will be paid even
Icy Gai
J. P. BOYD.
C
Managers.
Shapleigh,
Jan.
2,
1827.
at the expensé of losing all my customers ;
| heroin,
N. MITCHELL, C
let the consequences be what they may lam
was a
Portland, Jan. 9, 1827.
determined to collect these demands.
fo; her fav
1
ickets
and
parts
in
the
above
splendid
I am perfectly aware that so great indul
i^variou'
in a great variety of numbers, may
gence in granting credit, is unparalleled in this bcheme,
¡hi formfi
N Saturday the 6th inst. on the road
part of the country.—All those persons who be obtained at JAMES K. REMlCH'S
like on the t
leading
from
Wells
to
Kennebunk-port
Bookstore.
Persons
Holding
small
prizes
in
have been indebted to me more than one year
by the way of upper Kennebunk, lost a new II is q.vaters esi
will soon find my determination unalterable. the last class, signed by any vender m Portiq tumble a'
w.orsted OIAWIi and a Woollen
*
nv
i
te
d
to
call
and
exchange
them.
_
JOHN LILLIE.
|t|the.brba(
*** Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing SOCK, thfe person who has found said arti
Dec. 30.
?d a young
cash or prize Tickets will be promptly at cles, is- desired to leave them at the Gazette
livery char
tended to, if addressed to
office, and a suitable reward shall be given
, ioeauty arc
SALLY HEMMENWAY.
J. DUNN, Portland,or
I feis o/iq'Si
Jan. 13.
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk.
Jan. 20.

Ceriieus Drops

Take

FREDERIC GREECE,

Commissioners’ Notice.

JOHN BURZEIL,

Í

At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
and for the County of York, on the second
day of January, A. D. 1827..
# j PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered,
That the petitioners give notice to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of said
petition with this order thereon, to be publishedthvee weeks successively in the Ken
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday of
February next, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of the petitioners should
not be granted.
JONAS CLzkRK, Judge of Probate.
A true Copy—Attest;
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Jan. 13.
OENERAL and particular notice is hereby given to all persons indebted to the
subscriber, that their dues must be paid by
the first day of March next—no further no
tice will be given—All accounts contracted
HE . subscriber has many accounts oprevious to the first day of January instant, if
pen, some of which have been standing WJOTNTER Strained Sperm Oil of the
not previously paid or settled by note will
HUHAfiBES’
unsettled for six years. He therefore takes
then be putin a way of collection. All per
’
first quality, just received and for
this
method
of informing all those who have sale
sons having demands against the subscriber,
by
JOS.
G.
MOODY.
are requested to present the same for imme accounts open with him of more than six
Likewise Gewtlemen’s Satin Hair Stocks
T10R sale ladies’ BEAVERS,
months standing, that he shall expect them stuffed
diate payment.
OF THE DRAWING OF
with wool, a very warm article for
IgB
/ >
Fur and Felt.—Cash paid
settled
previous
to
the
25th
day
of
the
pres

.
BARNABAS PALMER.
winter wear.
jj|L
/
for
HATTING and SHIPPING
Cumberland and Oxford
ent month, and that should they neglect to
Jan. 17, 1827.
Jan. 6.
FURS
by
attend to this notice they must not coinplain
Canal Lottery,
!3.
E- G°ULDshould he resort to other and more coercive
CLASS No. 9.
means.to.obtain his just due.
Ticket
No.
He will also expect all Notes which have
AND LADIES’ WEEKLY GAZETTE.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber 4,762 ^e;,nSth.e’• 1 st, 2d, 3d and 4th drawn
become due previous to the 25th inst. to be
THIS is a new publication, issued every paid, also all those who have promised Bark,
5 ballots,, is entitled to
$3000
on Account, of more than one year’s ’
Wednesday. It has been commenced Wood, Corn, and other produce, orCash, to standing, are requested to settle the same 5,410 ' the
’ 5th,
“ ‘ 6th, 7th and 8th,
1,100
under the most favourable auspices, and, as deliver the same prior to the above date, as within thirty days—After which time all ac 2,084
9th, 10th, 11th and 12th,
1,000
jts title designates, is appropriated particu they would save themselves expense and the counts will be left with an Attorney for col 1,513
13th, 14th, 15th and 16th,
1,000
larly to the I.adies. It is devoted tn the cause subscriber trouble.
3,306
17th, 18th, 19th and 20th,
1,000
lection.
JOHN PARSONS.
of virtue, to knowledge and amusement. It
6,726
Alfred, Jan. 5,1827.
21st, 22(J, 23d and 24th
1,000
JOTHAM PERKINS.
]OOR SALE BY
will furnish information on the culture of
1687
Kennebunk, Jan. 4, 1827.
■)
>
JOS. G. MOO13T.
plants, flowers, &c. useful receipts ; a gener
2687
al weekly summary of foreign and domestic
3687
WHO WISHES TO BUT
! 25th, 26th and 27th, drawn
news, with a rich fund of choice and select
4687
.'ballots, are each, - - 200 200 Cords of Hard WOOD,
Y the subscriber, for which a fair price 5687
miscellaneous literature. It is neatly printed > LL persons indebted to the subscriber by
cord wood lengths.
will
be
given,
2
inch,
and
2|
inch
Oak
on fine white paper, (expressly for binding) AIL Note, or Account, are requested to call
6687
Jan. 13.
PLANK.; W O. KNEES Floor and Rising
quarto form—eight pages—without advertise and settle immediately.
Those tickets") 842 being the 28th,-) are each
TIMBERS; \V. O..BEAMS, from 18 to 25
ments, (which are to be inserted on a cover.)
having foi; Í|
100
29th and 30th, vy
OLIVER BOURNE.
feet long ; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
The price is ouly Two Dollars per annum,
their 3 last 393 31st, 32d, & f
Kennebunk-Port, Dec. 1, 1826.
8w.
Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.
Corn. Oats and Beans.
payable by those in the city, half yearly, and
figures,
33d,
J
The above articles will be received for a
by all others yearly, in advance.
^548 “ 34th, 35th,-).
37 1-2
short time in payment for debts, after which
Among a numerous list of contributors are
and 36th,
I I are each ■OTHEATON’S noted ITCH OINTthe names of Seleck Osborn, the Boston Bard, Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, Cash will be expected, particularly from
512 “ 37th, 38th
50 v v
MENT, which has stood the test
those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
&c.andin order to render the work truly
and 39th, f
January 1, 1827.
against all other ointment, the price of
'
standing.
MTLLIAM
GOOCH.
valuable, the Editor will distribute premi
915 “ 40th ,41st, I
A. B. U.
which has been reduced from 50 to 37*
Wells, Dec. 27,. 1826.
ums for original articles, amounting to One
and 42d, 1
APT. JOSEPH BURNHAM, Mary
cents.
Hundred Dollars.
Those tickets^ 99 being the 43d & ? are each
Bucklin,
Thomas
Boston,
Betsey
Burn

)ston,
tíetsey
Burn...ALSO...
All communications must be addressed to
having
for
!
44th,
5
20
ham, 2—Abigail Curtis,
William
F. Cad
William
F. Cadrhomas C. Clark, Editor and Proprietor, No. man, Capt. Nathaniel Cole.
figliel1“ jzLG4d%dit1’TreeaiL^ Davenport's Billious Pills.
’
40, Race-Street, Philadelphia. .
D. E.F.
E. F.
Sale by the subscriber, a All tickets whose last figure is 7, or 6, or
Postmasters and others will be entitled to
For the time these Pills have been offered
Asa Durrill, Ezekiel Emmons, Jacob Em
situated in ^inford,
every sixth copy they may order..
are each,
4 to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
ery,
Timothy
Frost
2,
Oliver
Freeman.
containing
about
one
hundred
and
Philadelphia, Oct. 1826.
being the three first drawn white ballots.
the most ¿anguine expectations of the pro
G. H. I. J.
seventeen acres ; now occupied
P. VARNUM,
Y
prietor, which may be fairly considered an
Daniel Gillpatrick, James Gillpatrick_ by John Littlefield. Said farm will be sold a
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
J. P. BOYD,
^Managers.
Sarah Hovey, James Hatch, Sarah E. Hatch, good bargain.
N. MITCHELL, j
They are very justly esteemed for their
Lydia Hellard, care of John Brown.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Jan. 13.
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
K. L. M.
W ells, Dec. 27,1826.
cases where one is necessary— Thev art a
Eunice Kimball—Ebenezer Littlefied, Jes
VERY CHEAP I! !
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions fe
se Larrabee, Hannah Littlefield, Daniel Lit
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels»
"W-f|ORSE, SLEIGH, and tlefield—Hugh McQulloch, Esq. 4, Lemuel
JOL HARNESS—The Horse Miller, Joseph-Mitchel.
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms*
HE subscriber is under the necessity of and billious cholic—thqy are likewise an an
' W 1S'abdut 10 years old, and will be
N. O. P. Q.
A LL persons considering themselvesold for $25. •
informing those who are indebted to tidote against infectious diseases, removing
Capt. John Naspn—Capt. J. H Perkins,
members of KENNEBUNK LIT
Sleigh, steel plated Shoes, nearly new Michael Pierce, Esq. Samuel Pearsons.
him by note or account, that their dues jnust
obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
’ ERARY & MORAL SOCIETY, are re
price $15.
R.S.T. U. V. W.X. Y. Z.
quested to give information of the same, with be paid. This being the second public No discharging the morbid matter, helping di
New WAGGON, price $25.
Benjamin Robinson---- Town & Perkins, in thirty days, to the Secretary; as they tice which he has given—he conceives that gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re
HARNESS, $7.
Francis Treadwell—John B.-Wood, John will be assessed to up the present time in or no one can entertain hard thoughts should lief for costive habits*. They are so accom
the third come Greeting.
modated to all seasons* and hours, that they
Wakefield.
ALSO::::::
der to entitle them to a share of its funds.
GEORGE HOBBS.
may be taken in summer or winter, at any
B. PALMER, P. M.
J. E. LITTLEFIELD, Sec’y.
1 Brass 8 day CLOCK : black Jan. 6.
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m.
time of the day, -without regard to diet or
Jan. 6.
y
Walnut Case, and warranted a first rate
hindrance of business. Their operation is so
time piece—price $30,
1.
gentle and effectual, that by experience they
All or any of the above named articles will
are found to excel any other physic hereto
fore offered to the public.
be sold for Cash or approved credit;
JOURNEYMAN at the Boot and Shoe
the subscribers, a smart active young
The genuine are covered with a check
JOHN H. HILTON.
Making business,
MAN to peddle tin ware.
plate, with the design of the Good Samari
Kennebunk Landing, Jan. 20, 1827.
EBENEZER ANDREWS.
PORTER & HILLARD.
LORD
fy
KINGSBURY,
tan, and the agents name thereon.
Kennebunk, Jan. 13.
Dec. 30.
JOTAVE just received and are now opening
—ALSO—
Xi. JL a large and general assortment of

late of Shapleigh, in said County, Yeoman,
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby
give notice, that six months from the second
day of January, 1827, are allowed to said
creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
and .that we shall attend that service at the
Store of Elisha Bodwell, in Shapleigh, in said
county, on the third Monday of February,
March, April, May and June ensuing, from
two until five of the clock P. M. on said days.
ELISHA BOD WELL, ? CommisJEREMIAH LOW, Ssioners.
Shapleigh, Jan. 8. 1827.

Im st.
O

Settle and Pay.

“ TSe Notieer

Fur and Hair Seal
Oficial Prize List Caps.

T

Notice.

HOOPS,

Warranted Shingles,
&"c.

EEFNOflCE.r_rn ~

B

List of Letters,

C

Farm for Sale.

FOR SALÉ,

[Er’IYotice.

Wwice.

T

W\mted Immediatehn

Wanted Immediately

NEW GOODS

Wood Wanted.

English, India, French, American

A

The Cellar

■OOR sale by the subscribers, Two new
JL
SLEIGHS, which will be sold at a low
price, and payment received in Corn, Rye,
Oats, Beans, Wood, or Cash, at the option of
tlie purchaser.
- DANIEL. WISE ■& GO..
■ Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.

Wheaton’s Jaundice Bitters,

ORMERLY occupied by Abiel Kelly,
ANTED about twenty cords of good
Davenporfs Celebrated Eye Water,
and West India
is now open for the accommodation of
WOOD in payment for papers.
A
fresh suply of the above is kept in Ken
1 eamsters and others.—There is attached to
J. K. REMIC/L
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N Mor
said Cellar, a good barn for the reception of
Dec. 30.
Cattle, See.
rill—in Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the
which, with
their former
a
t
,---- stock, comprises
------ Druggists
in Portland and Boston andbv
N. B. An assortment of GROCERIES for
A
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